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Police in Indonesia arrested 141 people on Sunday and accused some of them of involvement in same-gender prostitution, an officer said. Authorities have charged 10 people, including the owner of the club and multiple exotic dancers. A further 131 are being detained for questioning as potential witnesses, police spokesperson Argo Yuwono said in a statement released Monday. Pictures circulating online showed topless men sitting crammed in a room next to gym equipment after the police raid. "The photographs that are now spread out show that the police have no caution in handling this case," said human rights activist Tunggal Pawestri, adding that recent raids violated standard procedures in dealing with cases of moral offenses. Three people were arrested following a series of raids in Belgium that have intensified the spotlight on Israeli 'super-agent' Pini Zahavi amid reports of an illegally-held role at the Mouscron club. "Searches were carried out at the offices of Mouscron football club, at the homes of the club's management and at the headquarters of two sports associations," a statement by federal prosecutors said Wednesday. A source close to the case said Zahavi was not questioned. But following a first investigation in April into suspicions of "fraud and forgery" at the club, federal prosecutors claimed "foreign companies helped a player's agent, P.Z., to mask his control of" Mouscron. The initials PZ refer to Pini Zahavi. The police raided a Manhattan poker parlor on Friday night, arresting 13 employees and seizing $56,000, a law enforcement official said yesterday. The 13 face charges including promoting gambling, the official said, adding that marijuana was also found at the establishment, on West 25th Street in the Flatiron District. The raid on the parlor, called the Broadway Club, came amid a larger crackdown on poker clubs in the city. In May, the police raided two underground poker clubs, arresting 39 employees and seizing $100,000. Police officials described those raids as part of an effort to stem the